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Tle figwres inthe mnrginindiatefult marlcs

forthe ciltr;stbns

What are the two conditions for equilibrium
of a firm? Show with diagram. Explain the
long-run equilibrium of a irrm urrae, perfect

3+6=9
comPetition' 

or
Explain some of the measures of monopolypower. 
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What are tlle charactcri^stics of monopolistic
competition? nxplain tlle shape of the AR

curve under monopotiStic cornpetition. 6+

E plain how grp.rlp gqldlibrium is achieved

under monopolistic competition with entry of
new firms intq:$h,gl industry.,';

What is mears;by stable equllibrium? Does

Cournot's duopoly model provide stable
eqrilibrium? ExPlain.

Or

BKplain Edgeworth oligopoly model of
product priciog.

Erplain the mot4lbrn theory of rent.

;" Or

Explain the mryinal prcductivity theory of
wag€s' .', .. ' "'; I

Explain the bldssical theory of intefest.
i-:

Or ; j., .,

Belain Schumpeter's theory of profit. What
arc the criticisms against the theory? 5+4
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A. Tick M the correct answer in the box provided :

1x 10=10

1. Which of the following market forms is not
included under imperfect markets?

(a) Perfect competition n

(b) Monopoly tr

(c) Monopolistic competition n

(d) Both (a) qd (b) D
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2. In the long run, a firm under perfect competition
earns

(a) abnormal profits , t .3

(b) normal profits n

(c) abnormal loses n. ': 'i

(d) None of the above !

3. Under monopoly, the AR curve is

(a) horizontal n

(b) vertical tr

(c) downward sloping from left to right

(d) r.rpward sloping from left to right

4. Under which form of market selling cost pl4ys an
important role?

(a) Perfect competition n

(b) Monopoly n

(c) Monopolist'ic competition ', D

n

tr" :""

(d.) None of the above
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5. Pricer,discrimilat*ion i.s,poasib.l'e,
elasticities in two markets are

' (a) greater than 1 , n

(b) same Eh I ,

(c) different . ':'81

(d.) less than 1 tr

6.' Nonpried'competition is found under

(a) perfect comPetition tr
:

(b) monopoly n

(c) Both (a)and (b) tr

(d) Neither (a),nor (b)

Which of th9 following is
Ricardian theory of rent?

i

T-'lU

not

^i

...,

t,

an assgmption of
':,7.?

(a) Land differs in qualitY 'tr

!b) Land is fixed in supply n ,,, .,,i1 i,i

(c) Land can be put to alternative uffsi.,i

(d) Perfectly competitive land mprket

tr

tr
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Which theory of interest is also known as the real
theory of interest?

(a) The classical theory tr

(b) The neo-classical theory n .

(c) The loanable funds theory n ,

@) None of the above tr

9. According to whom,
risk?

(a) SchumPeter

(b) Knight n

(c) Both of them

(d.) Neither (a)'not

profit is,reward for bearing

n

il

(b) il

is known as residual

I

i
1l

I

i

10. Which factor income
income?

(a) Rent

(b) Wage n

(c) Interest tl

(d.) Profit il
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B.' Indicafe whether dh6,q'
True (T) or'' Fcilse' (F) by a Tick (/) mark :

i .,' iil r . ;

1x5=5

1.

2.

3.

4.

For a firfn to be in equilibrium, the marginal cost
should be equal to average cost.

(r / F)

It is possible for a monopolist to earn abnormal
profits in the long run.

(r / F)

Differential rent arises due to heterogeneity of
land.

(r / F)

5. Reaction curye approach is used in
oligopoly model.

Cournot's

(r / F)

it : ,iu ' "tirlB,alBco-2Oll4t6
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Spettotrt:-Il

( Marks: 10 )

c. write short notes on any five of the following : 2x5=10

'1. Wage differential
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2.

{71

Chamberlin's assumptions
group equilibrium

for,,,, naglggpgtislig
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3. KinkeC demand cun/e
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4. Reaction curses lesu("!
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5. Quasi-rent
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6. Liquidity trap
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V,. Priw,disorimination qnr^r il,libiuPij 'r:
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